92 rodeo

Automotive Forums. I have been working with this problem for a while. I have a 92 rodeo and I
am having a problem getting the engine to start. I am not getting pulses from the ECM to the
injectors. This is what I have checked to this point. I have replaced the fuel pump, the throttle
body, Throttle position sensor, and computer. I have checked the ECM fuse and relay. I have
checked to make sure I have ground from the body of the truck to the engine to the battery. I
can prime the throttle body by pouring fuel into it and the engine will fire and burn the fuel until
it is gone. I have applied twelve volts directly to the injectors by just taping the wires on the
terminals. I can hear the injectors clicking open and then closed when the voltage is removed.
There is no fuel coming out of the injectors. Is there an input going to the computer that will
keep it from sending pulses to the injectors If something else is not working correctly. Kent
Mathew. Kent Mathew You might try changing out your ignition module. The ignition module is
inside the distributor housing. I know this is stupid but you didnt mention it, fuel filter, have you
changed it? Make sure its not backwards. One thing I do know is when the key is first turned on
the fuel pump fires, but does not stay on unless the ECM recieves a crank signal, There is a
diode on that circuit, if you recently had an electrical issue the diode or connection might be
bad. My issue I forgot where the diode is and from where the crank signal comes from, you can
find this in an Isuzu service manual, if you dont have one I will check it out. You might try
changing out your ignition module. The engine will fire and burn gas as long as I pour it into the
throttle body. Spark and ignition of fuel is there Thanx. Yes Fuel filter was one of the first things
I changed and yes is is in the line in the right direction. I have pulled the fuel lines loose at the
throttle body and the fuel is there. I have noticed the fuel pump coming on and then shutting off.
I will check the diode it is located in the fuse and relay box under the hood. I'm not sure where
the crank signal comes from either, If you have any information on that it would be helpful.
Thanx for the input Kent. I haven't found the crank signal yet, I'm checking the schematics as I
speak, for a 96 rodeo. I did find a fuse for the starter 16 it hot all the time, be careful checking it,
pull the negative battery. BTW since making those changes have you pulled the negative from
the battery? Clearing the ECM might be all you need, I said might be. Anyway I'm still looking. I
found something interesting on the web, first the are the same engines. I found that if the timing
marks are not aligned up right with the belt I presume the engine will not turn over. All three
marks have to be lined up. I also saw a post about a bad mnegative terminal to the PCM
powertrain control module I dont know what that is, so I can help and its not in my book. BTW
sorry for all the posts, just looking everywhere. Have you tried Ok, the crank signal comes from
both the camshaft and crank shaft sensors, They share a common ground, There is also a test
and its not for the timid, thats for sure. I'm going to write this verbatum and put a disclaimer, if
you dont understand, seek a mechinic that does. Read thought ALL of this first, there are three
tests. Disconnect the ignition coil harness connectors at the coil pack and install a test light to
the battery positive terminal and touch the tip of the test light to the the coil module terminals
while an assistant cranks the engine over. This tests the triggering circuit in the ignition
module. Note 2: Remove the fuel pump fuse and disable the ignition system to prevent the other
cylinders from starting and running. The easiest method to disable the ignition system partially
is to remove each plug wire and ground it to the enigine with a jumper wire. This allows the
other cylinders not to fire but still allows the trigger signal to reach the coils. A slowly blinking
light at this point indicates the ECM is not seeing the crank sensor signal. At this point the
problem is the crankshaft sensor or camshaft sensor. If voltage is present then the sensors are
not bad, this does not rule out timing. But I just read something interesting, The camshaft
sensor signals the ECM to start up fuel injector pulsation as well as misfire detection. Location
of the sensors, the crankshaft sensor is mounted on the side on the engine block, the camshaft
sensor is mounted on the timing chain cover cover near the camshaft. Like I said careful here, I
would always error on the side of caution! Ya know, going over this, I had this posy confused
with another, Man I got too much going on these days. The post was for a 96 rodeo, for another
member. On the '92 the crank signal is available on C9 on the ECM. But the wire itself comes
from the starter relay. Not the dioide after the relay, the the relay itself. I will get the specifics to
you tonight, Ingore the other post of mine, I got you and someone else confused. OK got the
right poop. OK from the book Crank signal is a 12 volt signal to the ecm during the cranking to
allow enrichment and cancel diagnostics until engine is running 12 volts is no longer on circuit.
The test light should be on when cranking. I also read that if the TPS has more than 2. The
refernece pulse you are asking about is set in the ignition module. I can provide a test
procedure if you want. I guess the first thing to test is the ECM. What you can do with the key
off is short A and B together on the ALDL connector and turn the key on, does the check engine
flash a code of twelve. That is one flash pause two flashes long pause and repeat two more
times. I found out that oil pressure switch turns on the fuel pump relay, oil pressure needs to be
at least 4PSI in order to control switch. The Isuzu Rodeo is an automotive nameplate that was

used by the Japanese automobile manufacturer Isuzu between and Isuzu has utilized the
"Rodeo" name on two different vehiclesâ€”a compact pickup truck sold in Japanâ€”and a
midsize SUV offered in North America. Prior to its establishment as a stand-alone model, the
"Rodeo" title had previously suffixed four-wheel drive versions of the Japanese market Isuzu
Faster rear-wheel drive pickup from These vehicles, titled "Isuzu Faster Rodeo" spanned two
generations. It was not until the third iteration, offered between and , that the firm simplified the
name of four-wheel drive models to "Isuzu Rodeo". A second generation of the SUV was
released in for the model year, with the three-door Amigo becoming the "Rodeo Sport" in for the
model year. Production of both SUVs concluded in Slightly altered rebadged versions of the
Rodeo were sold as the Honda Passport in the United States market. This was the popular 4WD
version which gave offroad accessibility and comfort. This option only came in the 2. There was
no automatic options offered. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with
Renault Rodeo. Compact pickup Main article: Isuzu Faster. Index of articles associated with the
same name. Isuzu road vehicle timeline, United States market, sâ€” Categories : Set indices on
cars Isuzu vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata All set index articles. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Subcompact car.
Compact car. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Similar events, like the State Fair of Texas and the
Fort Worth Stock Show and Rodeo, have been forced to cancel in recent months because of the
pandemic, but this fair found a way to continue the year tradition. We are an outdoor event. A
professional company will be sanitizing the entire fairgrounds once a day, and high touch areas
like rides and restrooms will be constantly cleaned. More than 20, people will be allowed on the
fairgrounds, but attendance inside the rodeo arena will be capped at 50 percent, which means
only 2, people can sit in the stands. The area right in front of the concert stages will also be
barricaded. Security will only let about people in so they can maintain proper social distance.
Food vendors are excited for the opportunity to recoup some of their losses from so many
cancelled events. Cardenas expects to be busy this weekend, with the nice weather and people
itching for a chance to get out of the house. Texas judge deals Biden another blow on day
deportation ban. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you purchase something
through recommended links in this article. Found the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to
see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we
improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens
an external site Opens an external site in a new window. Automotive Forums. I have been
working with this problem for a while. I have a 92 rodeo and I am having a problem getting the
engine to start. I am not getting pulses from the ECM to the injectors. This is what I have
checked to this point. I have replaced the fuel pump, the throttle body, Throttle position sensor,
and computer. I have checked the ECM fuse and relay. I have checked to make sure I have
ground from the body of the truck to the engine to the battery. I can prime the throttle body by
pouring fuel into it and the engine will fire and burn the fuel until it is gone. I have applied twelve
volts directly to the injectors by just taping the wires on the terminals. I can hear the injectors
clicking open and then closed when the voltage is removed. There is no fuel coming out of the
injectors. Is there an input going to the computer that will keep it from sending pulses to the
injectors If something else is not working correctly. Kent Mathew. Kent Mathew You might try
changing out your ignition module. The ignition module is inside the distributor housing. I know
this is stupid but you didnt mention it, fuel filter, have you changed it? Make sure its not
backwards. One thing I do know is when the key is first turned on the fuel pump fires, but does
not stay on unless the ECM recieves a crank signal, There is a diode on that circuit, if you
recently had an electrical issue the diode or connection might be bad. My issue I forgot where
the diode is and from where the crank signal comes from, you can find this in an Isuzu service
manual, if you dont have one I will check it out. You might try changing out your ignition
module. The engine will fire and burn gas as long as I pour it into the throttle body. Spark and
ignition of fuel is there Thanx. Yes Fuel filter was one of the first things I changed and yes is is
in the line in the right direction. I have pulled the fuel lines loose at the throttle body and the fuel
is there. I have noticed the fuel pump coming on and then shutting off. I will check the diode it is
located in the fuse and relay box under the hood. I'm not sure where the crank signal comes
from either, If you have any information on that it would be helpful. Thanx for the input Kent. I
haven't found the crank signal yet, I'm checking the schematics as I speak, for a 96 rodeo. I did
find a fuse for the starter 16 it hot all the time, be careful checking it, pull the negative battery.
BTW since making those changes have you pulled the negative from the battery? Clearing the
ECM might be all you need, I said might be. Anyway I'm still looking. I found something
interesting on the web, first the are the same engines. I found that if the timing marks are not

aligned up right with the belt I presume the engine will not turn over. All three marks have to be
lined up. I also saw a post about a bad mnegative terminal to the PCM powertrain control
module I dont know what that is, so I can help and its not in my book. BTW sorry for all the
posts, just looking everywhere. Have you tried Ok, the crank signal comes from both the
camshaft and crank shaft sensors, They share a common ground, There is also a test and its
not for the timid, thats for sure. I'm going to write this verbatum and put a disclaimer, if you dont
understand, seek a mechinic that does. Read thought ALL of this first, there are three tests.
Disconnect the ignition coil harness connectors at the coil pack and install a test light to the
battery positive terminal and touch the tip of the test light to the the coil module terminals while
an assistant cranks the engine over. This tests the triggering circuit in the ignition module. Note
2: Remove the fuel pump fuse and disable the ignition system to prevent the other cylinders
from starting and running. The easiest method to disable the ignition system partially is to
remove each plug wire and ground it to the enigine with a jumper wire. This allows the other
cylinders not to fire but still allows the trigger signal to reach the coils. A slowly blinking light at
this point indicates the ECM is not seeing the crank sensor signal. At this point the problem is
the crankshaft sensor or camshaft sensor. If voltage is present then the sensors are not bad,
this does not rule out timing. But I just read something interesting, The camshaft sensor signals
the ECM to start up fuel injector pulsation as well as misfire detection. Location of the sensors,
the crankshaft sensor is mounted on the side on the engine block, the camshaft sensor is
mounted on the timing chain cover cover near the camshaft. Like I said careful here, I would
always error on the side of caution! Ya know, going over this, I had this posy confused with
another, Man I got too much going on these days. The post was for a 96 rodeo, for another
member. On the '92 the crank signal is available on C9 on the ECM. But the wire itself comes
from the starter relay. Not the dioide after the relay, the the relay itself. I will get the specifics to
you tonight, Ingore the other post of mine, I got you and someone else confused. OK got the
right poop. OK from the book Crank signal is a 12 volt signal to the ecm during the cranking to
allow enrichment and cancel diagnostics until engine is running 12 volts is no longer on circuit.
The test light should be on when cranking. I also read that if the TPS has more than 2. The
refernece pulse you are asking about is set in the ignition module. I can provide a test
procedure if you want. I guess the first thing to test is the ECM. What you can do with the key
off is short A and B together on the ALDL connector and turn the key on, does the check engine
flash a code of twelve. That is one flash pause two flashes long pause and repeat two more
times. I found out that oil pressure switch turns on the fuel pump relay, oil pressure needs to be
at least 4PSI in order to control switch. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited
April in Isuzu. Hello all, Hope someone can help. I have a Isuzu Rodeo "S" 3. Last night was the
3rd time this thing has been stuck in light mud. Once even on a light grade in " of snow. What
gives?? When I would get it stuck, I'd either have someone watching, or open the door and look
myself, but all i could see was one tire, alwasy on the back, spinning at once, again, in 4H and
4L, wheels locked. Am I doing something wrong here? Or is the 4wd in these things just crap?
Thanks, Chris p. Is that what a "locker" is for? I work on cars pretty well, but have no idea when
it comes to trannies and transfer cases. Thanks again! July I'm not sure about the 92 drive line. I
have a '97, and it doesn't have auto-lockers, but i suspect yours does. Typically when a normal
4WD is stuck, you will have at least 1 wheel spin up front, and in back. Most often, on opposite
corners. I belive your vehicle has auto-locking hubs up front. Auto-lockers aren't real preferable
for serious off-roading, because they tend to be problematic. It's a trade between reliability and
convenience. I suspect one of your hubs isn't locking, and so the power going to the front
wheels is getting wasted. The auto-hub connects the power from the front axle to the wheel
when needed. A lot of them aren't used often enough though, some get stuck, and don't work
right. In theory, if you were to jack the rear axle off the ground, and the rear tires weren't
touching, if you were to put it in 4WD, the front axle should have traction. If you get into that
situation again, have a spotter look at the front axles. I suspect one of them is turning, but the
wheel isn't. That would be your stuck hub. Just be safe about it, and don't lay down in
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front of a vehicle trying to power out of a ditch. September It's the best most dependable 4wd
I've ever owned. I drove around in 4wd H for those 3 months up to 55 mph with my rear
driveshaft assembly removed for repair. This was 3 years ago and still no problems with the
4wd. As to your problem I agree with post above that it sounds like one of your hubs isn't

locking properly and you should go to manual locking hubs if you use the 4wd frequently. The
other option is to diagnose which hub is giving you the trouble, disassemble inspect and
replace any worn parts as necessary. January Whats up- I also have a '92 Rodeo 3. I've never
had a problem with the hubs either and I usually air my tires down a little for romping- just for
better traction. OG rigs have them I believe what you're experiencing is a combination of IFS
and your 4 could be blown. I'm not too sure but you should research into that more. Do your
tires have enough tread and sidewall on them? You might just need new tires.

